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Hi Members,

If you’re planning a trip somewhere, you might have used the search tool in the Dashboard. We’ve just
added a new feature, so read on.

Let’s plan a quick flight to Auckland, NZ. So, on the main Dashboard page, just type “NZAA“, or “Auckl
…”

 

You’ll get this panel showing all the things we know about Auckland in OPSGROUP.

Click on the Alerts tab to see what’s been happening lately, from a flight ops point of view.

 

https://ops.group/blog/doing-the-deep-dive-on-airports-and-countries-new-dashboard-tool/
https://ops.group/dashboard
https://ops.group/dashboard/


 

Until now, we’ve been showing current alerts, and those that expired in the last 3 months.

But now, we’ve added the option to see all historical alerts.

 

 

For both the Airport and Country search pages, you can go back in time to the beginning of OPSGROUP,
and see everything ever said about that place. This might be handy to get an overview when operating to
somewhere new.

What else?

Keep scrolling down and you’ll see the rest of the tools that will help you with that particular airport.

Airport Spy reports from other members …

https://ops.group/dashboard/search-everything/results-airport/?icao=NZAA
https://ops.group/dashboard/search-everything/results-airport/?icao=NZAA


Run a quick Route Check to see what bothersome changes might affect you enroute … and your fuel,
time, distance.

Here we’ll plan a flight from Port Moresby to Auckland …

 

 

The documents tab usually has some goodies. Excellent, looks like Bec has made a Lowdown for NZAA!

 

 

The articles tab should find any blog posts or articles the OPSGROUP Team has written affecting this
airport or country.

https://ops.group/dashboard/search-everything/results-airport/?icao=NZAA
https://ops.group/dashboard/search-everything/results-airport/?icao=NZAA
https://ops.group/dashboard/search-everything/results-airport/?icao=NZAA


 

 

Not interested in Auckland? Don’t blame you. The rest of New Zealand is far better! � Try a search for
NZCH, NZDN, or NZQN – or anywhere else in the world, in the search box at the bottom.

 

 

Enjoy! Let us know if you have any questions or we can help at all. We are always adding new features and
that works best when you tell us what you need �

Cheers,
The O.G. Team.
team@ops.group
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